Plus Technologies:
Healthcare Solutions Guide

Print management software improving operational efficiencies & patient care

Introduction To Our OM Plus Software Suite
The core building block for our output management solutions is our OM Plus software suite. It includes modules that
provide advanced print spooling, fleet management and report management capabilities. Our solutions ingest data from
many sources and utilizes a rules based engine to manage, monitor and deliver jobs across complex networks to many
destinations and types. It also provides a centralized point of administration for managing and analyzing the usage metrics
of the environment. Our most popular healthcare solutions typically include our core OM Plus Delivery Manager software
which provides the base infrastructure, delivery and administrative capabilities. Then, based on requirements, we can add

capabilities such as mobile print release solutions, data transformations, tamper resistant Rx printing, secure cloud based
printing, print usage analysis, enhanced Epic print management and more. Additionally, we can provide design,
development, implementation and training services that enable us to provide, world class , replicable and fully supported
solutions
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Advanced Document Delivery & Centralized Administration

Summary

Key Features

OM Plus Delivery Manager is advanced, intelligent print

 Seamless EMR and accounting system integration drives

spooling software designed to seamlessly complement

our other value add solutions

enterprise software applications. Plus Technologies



Secure Mobile Print Release

provides queue management and print spooling solutions



Rx Printing

that have been optimized for EMR's from providers such as



Cloud based printing

Epic, Cerner, McKesson, Meditech, and others. Our OM



Other rules based delivery

Plus Delivery Manager is used to streamline application
and desktop printing that is often used in healthcare. It

 Centralized Administration of enterprise print
environment

provides a single, unified print sub-system for the entire

 Centralized queue creation

organization. This streamlines operations & saves cost.

 Advanced trouble shooting toolset
 Proactive alert notifications
 Confirmed document delivery to the printer tray
 Fail-over, Re-print, Re-start, Re-direct…

Benefits
 Enhanced patient care
 Fewer print errors
 Increased IT productivity
 Increased Security
 Improved compliance
 Reduced cost
 Faster error resolution

Facts
 Up to 3% of revenue is spent on document output

 Up to 60% of help desk calls are print related

 30% of business process failures are related to print

 Output Management can save up to 50% of Sys Admin

issues

labor
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Secure Mobile Print Release Solutions
Summary

Key Features

OM Plus My-Print-Delivery (MPD) improves printing

 Supports all popular printer models

efficiencies and security by holding a user’s "printed" jobs

 Multiple ways to release print jobs

on a secure print server until the user walks up to a

 Print from i-Pad or phone

convenient printer and authenticates/releases their jobs.

 Re-direct & re-print features

MPD allows users to print from one location and pick up

 Print Statistics

jobs in another and overcomes print limitations in VDI

 No change in user print experience

environments. MPD prevents documents lying

My-Print-Delivery Release Methods

unattended in the printer

tray, avoiding unintended disclosure of
patient information. MPD
also provides printing

from mobile devices

Embedded App

Web Browser

such as an I-Pad or
smartphone.

0

Card Reader
Smart Device

Benefits
 Provides confidentiality for sensitive documents

 Saves users time and reduces frustration

 Improves user mobility

 Enables VDI print mobility

 Reduce print volume & costs

 No client software install needed
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Tamper Resistant Rx Printing on Plain Paper
Summary
Printing prescriptions today often involves a specialized
printer and expensive custom, pre-printed forms. We
replace this expensive implementation with a software only
solution that uses pantograph and micro-print technologies
to create tamper resistant prescriptions on plain paper. The
savings from this solution are significant

Key Features
EMR prescription jobs are collected by OM Plus which then
injects an electronic tamper resistant Rx form and delivers
complete jobs to printers utilizing plain paper. The Rx form

includes CMS compliant features such as a micro print
border, pantographic background, security features warning
box, and anti-erasure/lift off features.

Benefits
 Save with plain paper versus pre-printed forms
 Reduce printer acquisition cost associated with upgraded
printers capable of handling locking trays and the locking
trays themselves

 Reduce secure storage space and vault expenses
associated with storing pre-printed Rx media
 Increase security & CMS compliance of the Rx form by
securely storing it in the OM Plus software

 Reduce labor and training expenses associated with

 Get added benefits of the OM Plus base software that

‘securely’ procuring, storing, tracking and handling of

reduces queue/destination administration, provides real

expensive pre-printed Rx media

time monitoring, alerts, corrective actions, rules based

 Reduce the risk of preprinted forms being stolen

delivery, confirmation of delivery, job tracking, error logs,
print usage logs, detailed security permissions and much

more.
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Secure Cloud Based Printing for Clinics & Labs
Summary

Key Features

OM Plus i-Sat is easy to install, simple to use, cloud

 Software works on printer servers, appliances, PC’s &

enabled, printing software that is ideal for organizations that

embedded in printers

need to print from EMR and other back-end applications to

 No technical expertise needed at remote site

remote sites such as, satellite offices, affiliate

 i-Sat is pre-configured. Plug it in & it is operational

organizations, business partners, and home offices. Today,

 Optional local print control software

remote users commonly use VPNs as a means to access

 Seamless “back-end” printing for ERP, EMR

host systems. VPN access means these users become

accounting systems

"virtual members" of the host system which can create
security vulnerabilities. In many cases, these remote users

are not organic company employees but business partners
or affiliates such as clinics or
doctor offices. Organizations
may not have control over

these end user systems
creating vulnerabilities. VPN
connections also consume
IT support resources and can
be relatively expensive.

Benefits
 No persistent connection required. Reduces vulnerabilities  Print pulled securely over the internet
 Reduce overhead associated with VPN

 Reduce cost (VPN+Administrative)

 Reduce network bandwidth

 Audit logs

 Print statistics

 Easy to install & implement

 Low cost

 Supported on Windows, UNIX & Linux
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Print Statistics to Improve Efficiency & Compliance
Summary

Key Features

OM Stats enables organizations to analyze and understand

 User printing statistics

the who, what, when, and where of printing in their
enterprise. It is a database driven solution that provides
reporting and ad hoc query capabilities. OM Stats provides

(individual and groups)
 Device based statistics
(individual and groups)

information useful for insuring HIPAA compliancy/auditing

 Titles of print jobs

and enables organizations to understand how their current

 Document Types

environment is being used so it can be optimized as

 Server that generated job

necessary. Pricing can be associated with the usage data

 Print server that managed

and reports can be generated to show jobs ‘not’ printed, to

 Number of pages and/or

byte size
 Black & White and color
counts
 Successfully printed jobs

 Jobs not printed
 Errors associated with
jobs
 Reports and ad hoc query

job

illustrate ‘Green’ savings. Optionally, the data can be

capability

exported to other reporting and
analysis software tools for data
mining and further analysis.

Benefits
 Monitor printer environment usage

 Optimize equipment allocation

 Reduce printing costs

 Print policies

 Audit/enforce user printing behaviors

 Ability to make informed decisions
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Enhanced Epic Output Management
Summary

Key Features

Epic printing involves multiple data streams and workflows,

 One tool for managing,

hopping across multiple servers and operating systems, data

monitoring and delivering

transformations and jobs going across complex networks to

jobs

printers at multiple locations. Needless to say, this type of
environment provides many challenges when users try to
manage it with the disparate native utilities that out-of-the-

 Setup queues once in
OM Plus for Epic &

up and supporting the environment. Trouble shooting

requires looking at multiple systems and trying to patching

affects system availability which in turn affects user
productivity and satisfaction, and ultimately, patient care.

Print Release
 Tamper

 Advanced trouble

logging

addressing/identifying/resolving issues can take days. This

capabilities include

process

problem. The support desk responds to problems in a

an Enterprise Output Management Solution like OM Plus,

 Other value add

 Secure Mobile

shooting toolset with

across multiple servers for Epic and the Enterprise. Without

balancing/clustering

 Replaces FTP transfer

together various systems information to try and track down a

reactive manner. Print queues are redundantly defined

 High availability load

Enterprise

box Epic implementations rely upon. Multiple staff skills and
toolsets are required for various functions relating to setting

 Print server consolidation

 Proactive alert

Resistant Rx
printing

 Secure cloud
printing for

notifications
 Easily redirect jobs

remote sites
 Print usage

around down printers
 Intelligent rules based job
routing
 Confirmation of delivery

statistics
 Increased reliability,
manageability and
performance

to the output tray

Benefits
 Improved Sys Admin &

Help Desk performance >
50%
 Reduced print errors
 Increased print uptime
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 Lower costs & less waste
 Improved patient care &
satisfaction
 Improved compliance &
security
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Fleet Management & Toner Replacement
Summary

Key Features

OM Plus Fleet Manager is a comprehensive printer fleet

 Highly customizable by the end user

management software tool.. OM Plus FM helps users and

 Flexible architecture can be on site or hosted

Service Providers manage printers and multi-function/copy

 Device Data Collector is centrally managed

devices. OM Plus Fleet Manager helps manage the print

 Network efficiency - designed to minimize traffic

fleet by automating consumable ordering, collecting device

 Device “Uptime” Report to confirm availability

usage data to assist with equipment optimization, and

 Quality and depth of data retrieved

identifying devices with problems so that repairs can

 Ease of use - intuitive interface

happen quickly and uptime optimized. Using the OM Plus

 Flexible licensing models - usage, ILF, Subscription

FM printer fleet management software can reduce costs,

 Cost of ownership - low cost

improve efficiency and increase printer fleet uptime.

Benefits
 Manage device consumable ordering

 Validate device usage totals

 Save toner with optimal swap alerts

 Device Uptime Report

 Notifications to alert Service of device errors

 Verify MPS SLA’s
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Why Plus Technologies?

Contact Us Today

 Market Leader

 Reliable, Manageable, Scalable, Flexible

 Solution approach

 Excellent Technical Support

 Low Cost of Ownership

 High Customer Satisfaction

 Easy to Install, Maintain, and Use

 Multiple Licensing Models

Toll-Free 877-899-7587
Outside of USA 937-847-0614
ContactUs@PlusTechnologies.com
www.PlusTechnologies.com

Customer Quote: “We are very pleased with the performance of the Plus Technologies team and the prescription printing software. The migration from McKesson to Epic
is an all hands on deck type of effort that goes on for many months. When it came time to address the Rx printing, our Plus Technologies team quickly guided us through
our migration and implementation options. We chose what worked best for our environment and scheduled the migration. They showed up on site and had the solution
working in less than a day.” –Wellmont Health System

About Plus Technologies
Since 1994, we have been providing Enterprise Output software to corporate, government and healthcare organizations in
over 30 countries around the world. Our software has been implemented by many Fortune 500 companies who are leaders
in their markets.
We provide solutions based on our OM Plus (Output Management) product suite. The suite includes OM Plus Delivery
Manager (managing enterprise print job spooling and delivery), OM Plus Fleet Manager (consumables, printer error and
usage management system), OM Plus Report Manager (electronic report distribution system), OM Plus My-Print-Delivery
(print release software), and OM Plus i-Sat (private cloud print). We also provide custom programming services in the area
of Output Management.

At Plus Technologies, we have accumulated extensive experience in Output Management that we leverage when we
combine our software products and solution architecture skills to create ‘solutions’ that address the unique needs of our
customers. Our solutions are very cost effective and we provide various flexible pricing models including initial license
fees, utility billings, subscriptions, and enterprise licenses.
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